Kūpono Ka Hana

“Excellence in Service”

Construction • Environmental/MMRP • IT/Cyber • Logistics

DAWSON is a proven NHO certified 8(a) Small Business whose highly skilled and specialized staff,
in-place management systems, and responsive global reach brings a depth of expertise and
versatility to its Construction, Environmental/MMRP, Logistics, and IT/Cyber services.
Established in 1994, DAWSON has over two decades of demonstrated experience in delivering innovative and cost effective
solutions to our customers most challenging problems. DAWSON’s strong entrepreneurial spirit, determined leadership, and
commitment to Kūpono Ka Hana – “Excellence in Service” – has enabled the firm to rapidly expand our service offerings and
geographic breadth of capabilities.
Today, with offices situated throughout the Pacific Rim, Continental US, and strategic partners in more than 60 locations
worldwide, DAWSON possesses the agility and accessibility of a financially strong small business with a large business
presence. This advantage makes us well positioned to deliver innovative and integrated solutions designed to meet the
emerging global needs of our commercial and federal clients.DAWSON provides construction, environmental/MMRP,
logistics, and IT/Cyber services to the Department of Defense, other federal agencies, and commercial clients at locations
across the globe.
DAWSON was ranked #1 in Professional & Technical Services (PTS) Program Management/Support, #1 in Repair or
Alteration of Miscellaneous Buildings and #2 of the TOP 20 NHO Contractors for 2017 according to GovWin!
DAWSON is ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 Certified!

THE DAWSON DIFFERENCE

SERVICES

DAWSON not only provides our federal customers facilitated
contracting access through our SBA-certified NHO 8(a) status,
but more importantly we provide our clients a small business
partner that is flexible in meeting their emerging needs with
nearly two decades of experience having initiated in excess of
$1B in contracting actions in locations that span the globe.

• Clean Construction
• Environmental Remediation
• Munitions Response
• Cyber and Intelligence Services
• Professional Management Services
• Aviation & Logistics Management
• Renewable Energy Construction

“DAWSON has done an OUTSTANDING job supporting the USACE
Fort Worth in executing our missions. Whether it has been construction
management for the US Customs and Border Protection, or Real Property
Management for the Defense Logistics Agency, DAWSON routinely delivers
excellent results and great customer service.”
			Mr. Kurt Floyd, Contracting Officer Representative
			
USACE Fort Worth Engineering District

A Commitment to Excellence in All We Do
Kūpono Ka Hana – “Excellence in Service” – is the DAWSON difference and has been integral
to our company’s growth and success. Our commitment to delivering quality performance
and an effective solution to every project is based on these key advantages:

Top Talent
DAWSON actively seeks to hire and retain the best-in-class employees who have the ability to
deliver innovative and best-value solutions to complex problems. The dedication, knowledge
and skills of our responsive professional teams ensures an outstanding performance.
Proven Management System
As a solutions provider to the federal government, DAWSON has invested in the necessary
back office infrastructure to effectively respond to clients’ emerging needs including:

• DCAA compliant-level accounting and procurement systems
• On-line project management systems that are accessible by our project teams
		 anywhere in the world
• Industry proven quality and safety programs that drive our pursuit of excellence
		 on all projects

Global Reach
With the breadth and depth of resources around the globe, DAWSON and its strategic partners
are well positioned to serve clients worldwide. We understand how to work in foreign lands,
including remote, austere, and hostile environments, and have highly skilled professionals that
are prepared to go anywhere our clients‘ mission takes them.
We take great pride in the exceptional quality of our performance that’s confirmed by the
strong praise we receive from our satisfied clients throughout all our services and capabilities.

A Commitment to Core Values
DAWSON has remained committed to its core values throughout its rapid growth:

•
•
•
•

Maintain an Ohana (family) culture and work environment
Do what’s right all the time
Dedicate ourselves to helping our partners and clients achieve their goals
Make a difference in our communities

By adhering to these principles, DAWSON will continue to effectively respond to tomorrow’s
challenges and create a rewarding experience for our employees, partners and clients.

For more information, please contact:
Dave McMindes
Director
112 East Pecan, Ste 300
San Antonio, TX 78205
210.313.5399
dmcmindes@dawson8a.com

www.dawson8a.com

